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The asymptotic behavior of diagrams of the Mandelstam type (i.e., diagrams leading to the 
appearance of moving branch points in the complex j-plane) is studied by a straightforward 
calculation of the Feynman integrals with particle spins taken into account. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE asymptotic behavior of the so called Mandel
starn diagram (that is, a diagram that leads to the 
appearance of moving branch points in the complex 
j-plane) was considered by Polkinghorne[t] with 
the aid of a method developed by him for directly 
calculating the Feynman integrals at t - oo, and 
later by Swift[2] by a similar method, in which the 
Mellin transform was used. However, the analysis 
in these papers did not take the particle spins into 
account. Allowance for the spins leads to an essen
tial change in the asymptotic behavior, but also 
gives rise to considerable difficulties in the calcu
lation. Thus, the appearance of a combination of 
Feynman parameters in the numerator of the inte
gral does not make it possible to set this integral 
in correspondence with any definite reduced dia
gram, as was done in[t]. This in turn does not 
make it possible to sum over the number of the 
rungs of the ladder. 

We shall use a somewhat modernized Polking
horne method, in which the diagram is broken up 
into blocks, thus greatly simplifying the calculation 
and permitting the summation. 

In Sec. 2 of this paper we apply the proposed 
method first to a scalar Mandelstam diagram. The 
result coincides with that of Polkinghorne[t]. In 
Sec. 3 we consider in detail a Mandelstam diagram 
with one internal ladder in the case of scattering 
of scalar particles with exchange of neutral massive 
vector mesons. The analysis is carried in renorm
alizable theory with conserved current. In Sec. 4 
we discuss briefly the calculation of the asymptotic 
form of the Mandelstam diagram with two internal 
ladders. 

Diagrams that lead to the appearance of moving 
branch points were considered earlier by a number 

of authors[3•41 by the method of complex angular 
momenta. 

2. ANALYSIS WITHOUT ALLOWANCE FOR SPIN 

We shall use the usual notation 

s=~=~+~~ t=~-~~ U=~-~~ 

with s + t + u = 4m2• We seek the asymptotic be
havior of the diagram as t - oo and with fixed s. 

Let us consider that part of the denominator of 
the total Feynman integral for the diagram of Fig. 
1, which pertains to the ladder insert. Introducing 
the Feynman parameters, we write this denomina
tor in the form 

1 n+i n 

Ms = (3n) I s ITda; n do; da/{) ( ~ ('ai + fJ; +a/) -1) 
0 1 1 

X '!';-(Sn+i) ( 1) 

where ,. 
'l's = a1 (k1- lt) 2 +an+! (kn -l2)2 + ~ai (k;- k;-1) 2 

2 
n n n 

+ ~ aik;2 + ~ cr/ (k; -l3) 2 - m 2 = ~ f..;li;2 
1 

3 

+ ~ Aiilili - m2. 

The form ~3 was reduced here by means of the 
change of variables ki - ki to a canonical form. 
Aij are functions of a, a, and a' only. 

--~~------~----~~~--~ p-L3 

FIG. 1. 

(2) 
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We now consider that part of denominator, which Following Polkinghorne[tt], we can write 
pertains to the side loops of the diagram: 

Mi = {(li2- m2)[(pl-li)2- m2]((la -ll)2- mZ] 

X{(p2 + l 1 -la)2-m2]}-i 
i 4 

= 3! ~II d~6 ( ~~ -1 )wc4, 
0 1 

where 

(3) 

'1'1 = l12 + li(~a + ~4)- 2ltla(~a + ~4) (4) 
- 2li (~2])1- ~4Pz)- 2~,lapz + ~2P12 + ~4Pz2 - m2• 

Also 
1 4 

Mz= 3! ~II d~'6( ~ W -1 )wz-4 

0 1 

(5) 

where 

'1'2 = lz2 + l32 (~a' + ~{)- 2lzla(~s' + ~{) ( 6) 
- 2lz(~{pa- ~{p,)- 2~{l3p4 + ~z'p32 + ~4'p42 - m2. 

Now the total Feynman integral is written in the 
form 

n 

1 d4l1d4l2d4la IT d4k; 

Fn=3!3!(3n)!(g2)n+4 ~da ... dW~ 1 (7) 
0 'J'14'J'24'1'a~+n1'4 

Here>¥ 4 = (p- l 3) 2 - m2• The last integral (with 
respect to the momenta) in (7) is again transformed 
with the Feynman rule, and again we get for Fn 

1 

Fn=(3n+9)!(g2)n+4 ~da ... d~' 

X 

n 

1J = gt + j, g = xyC + xP1 + yPz + Q, 
X = ~2~3- ~~~4, Y = ~z'fla' - fl{fl{. 

In this notation 

C = 'Yi2'Y22, 

P1 = - V12VzVa (~4' Azz + (Jlz' + ~4')Aza], 

Pz =- ViVzZVa[!l.Au +(Jl2 + p,)A13}. 

Q- P1 PzG-1 = -VlW\'aA!z[ (Jlz + ~,) ('~z' + fl{)asa 
+ ~4 ( Jlz' + ~{) a1a + ~41 

( ~2 + ~4) aza + ~~~{ a12]. 

Now 

(12) 

(13) 

1 j 3 n 

'I'= -s_(xyC + xP1+ yPz + Q) t + ~ + ~ 1J;l;2 + Va~ Aik;2. 
1 1 

(14) 
The necessary conditions for the integration 

contour to encounter two coinciding singularities, 
expressed in terms of the new variables x and y 
(ow 1 ox = ow 1 oy = w = O) , yield 

at the point of encounter with the contour. As t- oo, 

it follows from ( 15b) that 

Q-PtPze-~-o, (16) 

since f is bounded and the integral in (8) is domina
ted by small ki and 11 when the substitution l i - l i 

n+ 1 
is made. However, A2 =- IT a .1 A 1 (A 1 is a deter-

1 1 

x ~ d'l1d'l2d4la .IT d'k;. w-<sn+io>. (8) minant similar to A, but for the internal ladder). It 
follows therefore from (13) and (16) that the inte-

4 

The form >It = L 'Yi >Iri reduces to the canonical 
form 1 

with 

3 n 

'I'= ~ 1J;l;z + Va ~ ')..;l£;2 + Dl !l, 

ana12a1s 

!l = a12a22a2a , 

a1sa21asa 
D= 

aua12a1sb1 

a12a22a21b2 

a 13a23assbs ' 

b1 b2 bs c 

au= Vi(~l + ~2 + ~3 + ~4) + vsAu, 
a22 = Y2(~/ + ~2' + ~a1 + ~.') + vsAzz, 

(9) 

(10) 

aaa ='VI (~a+ ~4) + Vz(fll + fl{) + ysAaa + 'Y4, a12 = VsA12, 
ala=- '\'1 (~a+ Jl4) + vaA!a, aza = - vz(~s' + fl{) + vsAza, 

b1 = --Vi (P.lPI -Jl4P2), b2 = - V2(~2'Pa- ~,'p,), 
ba = - (V!JliPz + Vzfl{p, + V4P), (11) 

c = V1(~2P12 + ~4P22)+ V2(~z'pa2 + ~{p,2)+ y,s- m2. 

gration region essential for the asymptotic form is 
the one in which 

as ,.., • • • ,.., an+s ,.., 0. 

We then get from expression (2) for >¥ 3 that A~3 
n 

(17) 

= ~ a ia {!(a i + a i), the remaining A~j vanish, and 

n n , 
A~= ITA.?= IT (a.+ a.). In addition, P1 ~ P 2 ~ 0, 

1 1 1 1 1 

and from ( 15a) we get 

x=y=O. (18) 

Now, under conditions (17) and (18), we have 

(19) 
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where the determinant ~ 0 was obtained from the 
determinant ~ under conditions ( 17) and (18). From 
(19) under condition (16) it follows also that 
{3 4 ~ {3~ ~ 0. We note that since the parameter y 3 

enters in the numerator of the integral ( 8), it cannot 
be regarded as small in the asymptotic form. 

This very important statement can be explained, 
in particular, in the following manner: The integral 

£ 1 ett 

S . '. . 1 da1 ... dan 
J ( e; ;;=::: 0) 

0 0 ( a1 ... 'ant + f) q 

in the asymptotic form does not depend on its upper 
limits when t - oo and therefore the Ei can be cho
sen sufficiently small. To the contrary, the integral 

e •,. 

~·.. . s at ... am da1 ... dan ( m < n) 
0 0 ( a1 •.•• •ant + f) q 

is proportional to E 1, .•. , Em and reaches its maxi
mum value at Ei = 1 (i = 1, ... , m). 

Integrating in ( 8) with respect to x and y, with 
respect to the small parameters ai, {3 4, and {3~. and 
also with respect to {3 2 and f32 with the aid of 
8({32 - f3tf34/{33) and 8({3;- f31f34/f33), we get 

2rti (In t) n+2 
Fn = (3n + 7)! (g2)nH_-,-:--,---:::-:-:-_ 

t (n+2)! t 
1 

X S dada' t\1°6 ( ~ (a+ cr')- 1) 
0 ' 

t t 

X ~ 'a~1 d ~a 6 ( ~1 + ~a - 1) S d~/ d~a' 1'5 ( ~t' + ~a' - 1) · 
0 0 

1 

X~ a~Z1d4Zzd4Za IT d4k; ~ dy 6 ( ~·Y- 1) 
0 

(20) 

It is easy to find that 

L\o = YtYz (aa.1- Yt~a2 - Yz~s'2) 
(21) 

= YtYz(Yi~t~a + Yz~/~a' + yaA3a0 + '\'4). 

Therefore the last integral in expression (20) for 
F n is written in the form 

1 ' 

(3n + 7)! S fldy 6 ( ~ y -1) 
0 1 

(22) 

Each of the four terms in (22) can be integrated 
in accordance with the Feynman rule, after which 
we get the sum 

(23) 

Here 

n 
(24) 

We now substitute (23) and (24) in formula (20) and 
integrate over all the momenta k i and l i with the 
exception of Z3• As a result, F n is expressed in 
terms of an integral with respect to Z3, which we 
write in a two-dimensional representation by intro
ducing the new variables s 1 = l~ and s2 = (p -Z 3) 2: 

(ln t) n+2 g4irr.2 s 
Fn=2( + 2) 1 2 - 2-- ds1dsz[l.(s,st,s2)]'1• 

n . t s l.<o 

X(_!:__+___!__) [Jo(s1)]n+z (25) 
ds1 dsz Sz - m2 

Here 

The limit of the region of integration is determined 
by the equation A. = 0. 

Integrating in (25) by parts, we obtain ultimately 
the expression for F n: 

(lnt)n+z . \ ds1dsz [Jo(St)]n+2 
Fn = 2 g4m2 J (28) 

(n + 2)! t2 1.<0{/.(s, St, s2 )Tf• Sz- m2 

This result coincides with the result obtained by 
Polkinghorne[tJ. 

3. MANDELSTAM DIAGRAM WITH ALLOWANCE 
FOR SPIN 

Let us consider the scattering of two scalar 
particles with exchange of neutral massive vector 
mesons in the s-channel. But before we proceed 
to the study of the Mandelstam diagram let us in
vestigate briefly the asymptotic behavior of an or
dinary ladder diagram with allowance for spin. 
This will help us to understand better the results 
obtained for the Mandelstam diagram. 

Thus, let us consider the ladder of Fig. 2. The 
dashed lines correspond to massive particles with 
spin 1, and the solid lines to particles with spin 0. 
Vertices with two scalar particles and one vector 
particle correspond to the quantity g(k1 + k2) W In 
renormalized theory with conserved current, the 
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FIG. 2. 

vector-particle propagator is proportional to 
gllv/(k2- m2). 

The case of a scalar ladder has been thoroughly 
investigated and it is known that the maximum con
tribution to the asymptotic form is obtained for all 
ai ~ 0. Let us see what results from allowance for 
the particle spins. The numerator of the Feynman 
integral differs from unity and is equal to 

N = [(2pl + k!} (2k2- ki)]((2p1 + k1 + p) (2k2- k1- p)] 

X.[(2p3- k,) (2kn-l- kn}][(2pa- kn- P} 

X (2kn-!- kn- p}]N, 

n-2 

N = II [(2ki-!- k;) (2ki+!- k;)] 
i-=3 

(29) 
X ((2k;-t- k;- p) (2ki+!- k;- p)]. 

The index i assumes here odd values from 3 to 
n- 2 (n odd). On going over to new variable mo
menta in the Feynman integral, it is necessary also 
to make an appropriate substitution in the numera
tor of (29), the form of which for Cl!i = 0 is simply 

'A; = y; I (y; + ~;). (30) 

Substituting (30} in (29) and taking into account 
the subsequent integration over the momenta with 
odd indices, it is easy to see that the greatest con
tribution to the asymptotic form will be determined 
by the product of the "coupled" factors 

n-2 

N ~ i6(pd£2} 2 II 16(k;-tki+!) 2 • 16(pakn-d 2, (31) 
i=3 

which leads, with allowance for the subsequent 
integration over the even momenta, to the expres
sion 

(32) 

f36 J36 

J3~ Ct.n+l ... a, j35 l4 

jJ; h 
- - \ lr,. lJ \ 

\ J3J \Z3-l, 
-..L.-o--'-------------- f3tr p2 

Z3-LrP~r p-lJ 

FIG. 4. 

"coupled," and we get as a result of integration 
with respect to the ki N ~ ( p1p3) 2 ~ t 2. Thus, the 
presence of two vector lines in the s-channel 
(alternating with scalar lines) gives an additional 
factor t 2 in the asymptotic form. 

Let us consider now the ladder shown in Fig. 3. 
A feature of this ladder is that each of its contours 
depends on the total momentum l, with respect to 
which we also integrate. We shall show that to ob
tain t2 in the numerator in this case, it is not es
sential to have alternation of vector and scalar 
lines. In particular. let all the contours of the 
ladder, except the first and last, contain only scalar 
particles. Then 

N = [ (2p1 + k1) (2k2 -· ki)] [ (2p1 + k1 + l) (2kz- k1- l) ]. 
X[(2pa- kn} (2kn-1- k,)] 

X[ (2Pa- kn -l} (2kn-1- kn -l}]. 

For ai = 0, we make the substitution 

k; = k; + 'A;l. 

We obtain 

N = [ (2Pt + kt + 'A1l) (2kz- kt + [2/..z- 'Ad l)] 

X [(2P1+ k1 + [1 + 'Ai)l). 

X (2k2- kt + [2/,2- A!- 1] l)] [ (2pa- kn- 1-nl) 

(33) 

(34) 

X (2kn.-1- kn + {2/,n-1- An] Z}] (35) 

>q[ (2pg- kn -['An+ 1]l} (2kn-! -kn+[2'An-!-'An -1]!)}. 

The factors contained in (35) are "coupled" via the 
common l. In the asymptotic expression we easily 
find 

N = 16(~r7)2(pal)2['A!- 2"il[1 +'At- 2/..z] 

X ['An- 2/..n-·1](1 + /,n- 2/•n-t], (36) 

We see from the foregoing that the alternation of the d ( l) 2( l) 2 t2 h t . tak f th an p1 p3 ~ w en accoun IS en o e 
vector and scalar loops in the ladder diagram cau-

integration with respect to l. It is precisely the 
ses the factors making up the numerator (29) to be 

'i.J .. I ~·~!···I :· l .. F'., 
PJ Hn-l Kn_1-l H2-l K;-l Pt 

FIG. 3. FIG. 5. 
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case of the last ladder which is encountered when 
the Mandelstam diagram is considered, and we now 
proceed to do so. 

We start with the diagram shown in Fig. 4. The 
equivalent representation of this diagram is shown 
in Fig. 5, from which we see that the Mandelstam 
diagram is a ladder diagram with edges connected 
by an additional "non-planar" line. The presence 
of three vector particles in the s-channel leads, as 
we shall show, to t 3 in the numerator. However, 
since each contour of this ladder depends on the 
total momentum Z3, the appearance of t 3 does not 
depend on the particles from which the internal 
ladder of the Mandelstam diagram is constructed. 
We shall consider for simplicity a diagram whose 
internal ladder is made up of only scalar particles 
(Fig. 4). 

According to the method developed in the pre
ceding section, we break up the diagram into blocks. 
However, unlike the scalar case, it is necessary to 
separate also two more blocks-the two extreme 
contours of the internal ladder-Z 4 and Z5• Indeed, 
we obtain in the numerator of the asymptotic ex
pression an equation similar to (36), and this does 
not allow us to factor the ladder (that is, to repre
sent it in the form rr) . After separating the con
tours Z4 and Z5, the factorization of the remaining 
(scalar) part of the ladder is performed in elemen
tary fashion. As in the preceding section, we intro
duce the following notation: M1, w1, M2, and w2 for 
the side contours (see formulas (3)-(6) of the pre
ceding section), and also 

(37) 

1 

M4=2! sd~5 d~6 d~ri>( ~~-1 )w4-a, (38) 
0 

1 

Ms = 21 S d~s' d~e' d~71 6 ( ~ ~' - 1) %-a, 
0 

(40) 

'l's = lr,2- 2ls (~s'l2 + ~71l3) + ~5'l22 + ~7'l32 - m2, ( 41) 

1 

Me= (3n)! S dada da' 6 [ ~(a+ a+ a')- 1] w;<3nH>, 
0 (42) 

n 5 

'P' s = ~ A.;7ii2 + ~ A1;lil; - m2. ( 43) 
3 

We set up the product 

1 1 
Mo = M~sM6 = 21 21 (3n) I S d~ ••. da' 'P' 3'¥ swsn+1 ( 44) 

0 4. 5 8 

and apply the Feynman rule to the denominator: 

t 1 

Mo = (3n+6) I~ d~ .. da' S dy4dy5 dy8 6 ( ~'Y -1) 
0 0 

X y,zvsZVs3n'f;<3n+7). 
6 

(45) 

The form "IJ! 0 = I: 'Y i "IJ! i can be reduced, by means of 
4 -

the change of variables l - l, to the form 

n 

'¥ o = A41 t42 + A.s'ts2 + Ys ~ A.i]ii2 + D:J L\2, ( 46) 

where 

au a,o b4 ~2 =I a,4a411 I, 
a,saso D2 = a45 aoo bo , A.,'A.•' = ~2. 

b, bo c2 47) 

aM = 'Vi -j- vsA44, aos = Ys + veAss. a4.5 = y&A-4.5, 

b, = - y, (~slt + ~1ls) + veAa,ls. 

bs =- Yo(~s'l2 + fh'la) + ysAasl3. ( 48) 

cz = 'Y4(~slt2 + ~7la2) + vs((:)s'l22 + t37'li) + veAaali- m2• 

In other words, we can write 
8 

D:J L\z = ~Bi;lil; - m2• (49) 

We now set up the product 
t 

M = MoM1M2Ms = 3! 31 (3n + 6)! S d~ ... da' 
0 

i (5~ 

X s dy, dys dysfJ ( ~ y - 1) Vhs2ys3n qran+7! •qr ny 
0 0 1 2 3 

Applying Feynman's rule to the denominator, we 
obtain for the amplitude 

i 1 

F n = (g2) n+6(3n + 15)! S d~ ... dcr' S dy4 dys dye 
0 

X 6 ( ~ y _ 1) y42y52y63n 

~1 ( ) 3 +6 S d4lt ... d"ls X dyo dyt dy2 dya6 \ ~ y - 1 Yon 'V18y23 
qran+16 

0 

n 

X II d4kiN. (51) 

1 

Here N is the numerator, which reflects the depen
dence of the amplitude on the spins; in the denom
inator we have 

3 s 
'P' = ~'Yi'P'i =Yo ( ~'1,2 +A.s'ls2 + 'Yo~Mlii2)+~!.i''l.i2+~· 

i=O i 

L\ = au a22 a2a , 

a13 a2a ass 

1 b1 
~ I bz 

! ba ' 
-----·-----1 

b1 bz ba c 1 

(52) 

(53) 
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au= Vt(~~+~2+~d-~•) + voBu. 
a22 = V2(~t'+~2'+ ~a'+ ~•')+ yoB22. 

a33 = VI (~a+ ~4) + V2 (~a'+ ~•') + 'VS + VoBaa, 

a12 = Vol3t2, ata = - Vt (~a+ ~.) + voBta, 

a22 =- y2(~a' + ~•') + voB2a, bt =- y![(~2 + ~•)Pt- ~4P], 

b2 =- y2[(~{ + ~l)Ps- ~{p], 

In perfect analogy with the scalar case, we get 

Q - P 1P2C-1 = - YoYtV2Bt2 [ ( ~2 + ~·) 
X (~z' + ~•')a33 + ~.(~2'+~•')a13 

+ ~•'(B2 + ~•)a23 + ~-~/a12], C = Vt2V22. 

We obtain 

(55) 

With allowance for the encounter of the integration 
contour with two coinciding singularities in the 
variables x = (3 2 (3 3 - (3 1(34 andy= f32f3;- f31f3~, we 
find in the limit as t - 00 , from expressions (55) 
and (56), that ai ~ (3 5 ~ (3~ ~ 0, and then (55) can be 
rewritten in the form 

1 n+! 1 
~ (Q-PtP2C-1 )-+VoYs~•~•'~sB{ ITa;~~,~ 0 (57) 

0 j 3 3 j 

It follows therefore that (3 4 ~ (3~ ~ 0, too. In fact, 
as already mentioned, the smallness of the parame
ters in the coefficient of t in the denominator is 
determined by the form of the numerator. Thus, 
'Yo and y 6 cannot be regarded as small, since they 
are included in the integral of (51). It will be seen 
from what follows that our assumptions concerning 
the smallness of ai, (3 4, (3~. (35, and (3~ are valid. 

Integrating in (51) with respect to x andy, with 
respect to the small parameters ai, (3 4, (3~. (35, and 
(3[,, and also with respect to (3 2 and f32 with the aid of 
o(f32 - f3tf34/(33) and o(f32- f31f341f33), we get 

F n = (g2) n+6 (3n + 13)! 2:ti (ln t) nH 

t (n+4)!t 
1 f 

X ~ d~ ... da' ~~o ~ dv• dys dvs 
0 0 

1 

X 6 ( ~ v - 1 )v.2ys2y;n-t ~ dyo dv1 dy2 dvs 
0 

( ~ \ 3n+5 (' d4l;d4k;~oN 
X 0 LJ V - 1 } 'Yo VtVz J ("'¥0) 3n+1• · 

Here 

(58) 

(59) 

with 

(60) 

We substitute (59) and (60) in the integral (58) and 
integrate in accordance with the Feynman rule first 
with respect to 'Yo ... y 3 and then with respect to 'Y 4, 

y 5, and y 6• As a result we obtain a sum of six terms 
(similar to the sum (23) of Sec. 1). 

Before we integrate over the internal momenta, 
let us examine the numerator N and separate in it 
the dependence on the asymptotic parameter t 

N = [ (2p1 - p- 2l! + l3) (2p3- p- 2l2 + la)] 

X [ (2Pt - 2p - Z1 + l3) (2Z. - Zt - Z3)] 
X [ (2pa - 2p -· l2 + la) (2ls -- l2 - la)] 

X [ (2pt - li) (2l•- Z1)] [ (2p 3 - Z2) (2Zs -Z2) ]. 
(61) 

Compared with the numerator for the ladder dia
gram (33), we have added here the product in the 
first square brackets, due to the additional vector 
line p- z3. 

In reducing the denominator of the Feynman 
integral to the form (52), we used substitutions that 
can be described, if ai ~ (3 4 ~ f34 ~ (35 ~ f35 ~ 0, by 
means of the formulas 

with 

l _ -l + Vt'V2V3 
3-3 ~P· 

(62) 

(63) 

Substituting in (61) in accordance with (62) (inas
much as in the integr11-tion with respect to 'Y i we 
have then over from Z3 back to Z3, we retain Z3 in 
the numerator without using (63)), we can readily 
show that when t - oo we get 

N-+- J2t(p1Za) 2 (p3l3)2(1- 2~7) 

X (1 + ~3 - 2~1) (1- 2~1') (1 + ~3'- 2B7'). 
(64) 

The additional t 2 is due to the factor (p1Z3) 2(p3Z3) 2 

after integration with respect to z3. 
Let us _9arry .2_ut the integration over all the 

momenta ki and Zi with the exception of Z3• As a 
result F n is expressed in terms of the integral with 
respect to Z3, which we write in two-dimensional 
form. To this end, we go over to the c. m. s. of par
ticles 1 and 2, in which p1 + p2 = 0. Then s = p2 

= p5, t = -(p1 - p3) 2, and (p1Z3}(p3Z3) ~ (p113)(p313}, for 
only these scalar products will yield t. We use the 
well known formulas 

cos v = cos e cos 8 + sin e sin 8 cos ( (j) - (j)) ' 

cos v' = cos e cos 8' +sine sin e'cos ( (j)- q;'>, 
cos a= cos e cos 8' +sine sin 6'' cos(q;- q;'), <65) 
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where v is the angle between 13 and p 1, (} and cp are 
the polar angles of the vector 13, 8 and cp are the 
polar angles of the vector p1, v' is the angle be
tween 13 and p3, 7F and cp' are the polar angles of 
the vector p3, and a is the angle between p1 and p3• 

In this notation 

(66) 

Substituting here the values of cos v and cos v' 
from (65) and integrating with respect to (} and cp, 
we obtain 

(67) 

Thus 

1 (lnt)n+4 in2 i 
Fn=-t 1 (g2) 2 - 3- J dstds2[A.(s,St,S2)]'1• 

15 (n + 4). s 1....;;o 

( d d \ {K(si)J2{/o(si)]n+4 
X d;; + ds2 J Sz - m2 • 

(68) 

After integrating in (68) by parts, we obtain finally 
the expression 

(69) 

where 

K(st) = Ko(st) I fo2(st), 

1 dx 
Io(st) = g2in2 ~ ( 1 ) 2 • (70) 

0 s1x -x- m 

1 
_ 2 • 2 2 i (1- 2y) (1 +X- 2y) 

K 0 (si)-(gm) Jdxdy[ (1 ) 2][ ( 1 ) 2] 
0 StX - X - m StY - y - m 

s1 -4m2 4 
= / 02 (st)-- g2in2lo(st). (71) 

St St 

4. MANDELSTAM DIAGRAM WITH TWO LADDERS 

We shall now dwell in detail on the Mandelstam 
diagram with two ladders, since it is a quite trivial 
generalization of the diagram with one ladder. This 
diagram is shown in Fig. 6 and comprises two lad
ders, which are superimposed on each other in 
"non-planar" fashion and are interconnected at the 
ends. The quantity Q- P 1P 2c-1, which appears in 
the denominator of the Feynman integral, depends 
additively on ai and aj, which belong to the two 
respective ladders. As a result of integration with 
respect to x and y, and then with respect to a i and 
ai, we get t3 in the denominator. In the numerator, 
as can be readily seen from Fig. 6, there will ap
pear t 4• The final two-dimensional integral for the 
diagram with n rungs of one ladder and m rungs of 
the other ladder will be proportional to 
t(ln t)n+m/n!m!. 
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